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By Kelly Merritt
Daily News Correspondent

P
icture yourself at a microphone. Hundreds of
people are waiting for you to speak. You have the
words in your head. Your message is meaningful,
powerful, moving. You stare out into the masses,
open your mouth and nothing comes out.

Now imagine that happening to you every time
you speak — every time you try to ask for a glass

of water or order a meal, or tell your children you’re proud of
them.

This is the real world of people who stammer, or stutter.
And it’s just one reason the Oscar-nominated film “The King’s
Speech” is sweeping a cloak of compassion over the world for
people with the disorder.

In the film, British actor Colin Firth plays King George VI, who
had a stammer since childhood. The stories of his treatment,
played out on screen, are hard to watch. His uncomfortable re-
counting to his speech therapist of a life immersed in the world
of stammering is often a catalyst for tears in theaters. Watching
the relationship between the stutterer and his savior develop is
equally wrenching.

Most of all, the film is bringing new publicity on the issue of
stuttering, the effects it has on its victims and the heroism of

the people who must live with it day after day.

Fear, every day
People who live with stuttering struggle with one of the most

basic of human needs — verbal communication.
“Stutterers face struggles every day,” said speech-language

pathologist Jessica Harris of Decibels Hearing Aid Center and
Audiology in Naples. Harris has worked directly with patients
coping with stuttering. “There’s going to be some degree of being
misunderstood and not being able to articulate their thoughts,
embarrassment and frustration.”

It is estimated that 1 percent of the world’s population stutters,
according to the Stuttering Foundation. In the United States

STAMMERING,
STUTTERING—
ANDCOPING

‘The Kings Speech’ brings to light these communication problems and how to diminish them

Here’s help
■ The Stuttering Foundation website: www.StutteringHelp.org
■ Decibels Hearing Aid Center and Audiology,

3000 Immokalee Road, No. 8, Naples; (239) 593-5327;
www.napleshearingaids.com
■ Monarch Therapy, 500 Executive Drive, Suite 105, Naples;

(239) 687-8286; website: www.monarchtherapy.com

Before you gave your heart to
someonespecial thisValentine’s
Day, we hope you made sure it
was healthy and strong.

That’s a very important mes-
sage during this year’s Ameri-
can Heart Month, which runs

the whole
month of Feb-
ruary.

It’s abso-
lutely essen-
tial to pay at-
tention to our
cardiovascu-
lar health ,
but not only
in February.

We should be aware of
how important our heart is,
and do all we can to keep it
healthy, every day of the year.
This awareness is particularly
pertinent because cardiovas-
cular disease continues to be
the leading killer in the United
States. In fact, the American
Heart Association says one in
three people in this country
have some form of heart dis-
ease, including angina, heart
failure, stroke, high blood pres-
sure, coronary disease and oth-
er serious conditions.

While sometimes heart dis-
ease may be triggered by ge-
netic or other factors beyond
our control, in many cases life-
style plays a vital role. Poor
diet, lack of exercise and smok-
ing are all well-known causes.
Fortunately, there are easy-to-
follow preventive measures that
will help keep heart problems
at bay.

“Eating healthy, exercising
regularly, quitting smoking and
keeping our blood pressure and
cholesterol at their optimum
levels, are the best heart-healthy
steps we can take

What kind of physical activity
is most effective in preventing
cardiovascular disease?

What is commonly referred
to as a cardio workout raises
our heart rate and keeps it el-
evated for a period of time. The
good thing is that you don’t
have to be a marathon runner
or an Olympic athlete to get a
good, heart-boosting exercise.
Any brisk activity for at least
30 minutes a day, five days
a week, will be beneficial in
strengthening the heart and
lungs, and improving the
body’s ability to use oxygen.
As long as you move at an
energetic pace, you’re on the
right track — no pun intended.
What’s an even better ap-
proach? More and more train-
ers are now including interval

Cardio’s
good,
interval
is better

GETOUT
PLAN YOUR DAY

TODAY: Take a turn along Third

Street South and watch artists at

work outdoors today for “Third on

Canvas” from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Their

plein-air paintings will be auctioned

on Sunday to benefit the Children’s

Hospital of Southwest Florida. Infor-

mation: 343-6950

WEDNESDAY: Shelly Connors will

teach globally inspired soups and

salads from 6 to 8 p.m. at Good Life

of Naples, 2355 Vanderbilt Beach

Road, Naples. The $50 charge

includes plentiful tasting and good

recipes. Reservations: 514-4663

By Joanna Chau
Daily News Correspondent

Cooking instructor Joanne Ir-
win knows how to make kale
taste good.

She blends the woody, cabbage-
like bitter green with a banana,
an orange, half a pear, a handful
of grapes, a cup of almond milk
and ice to make a velvety smooth
drink called the “green goddess”
that repels with its bright, green
color but draws with every yum-
my slurp.

“After I made it at Whole Foods
once, I went back the next day to
see all the kale gone,” said Irwin,
laughing. “The guy at the store
told me they ran all out after the
demo.”

Irwin’s flair for making plant
foods delicious took several years
of studying and experimentation
to master. Now she is a Cornell
University-certified plant-based

educator and a Cancer Project
Food for Life instructor. Through
the project, an organization that

advances cancer prevention and
survival through nutrition educa-
tion and research, Irwin will teach

the first class in its seven-part
Food for Life program to Naples
residents from noon to 2 p.m.
Feb. 23 at the Cancer Alliance
of Naples and to Bonita Springs
residents from 9:30 a.m. to 11 a.m.
March 2 at the First Presbyterian
Church.
In the introduction class, stu-
dents will learn about making

Learn what foods can help fight cancer
If you go
What: Cancer prevention and
survival cooking course: Introduc-
tion to how foods fight cancer
When: Feb. 23, noon to 2 p.m.
Where: Cancer Alliance of Naples,
900 First Ave. S., Naples
Cost: Free
Registration: Contact Joanne Irwin,
784-0854 or joanne@derekirwin.com
Contact: Visit www.CancerProject.
org or call (202) 244-5038

Live Fit

Natalie
Lahnan

Colin Firth stars as King George VI of England, who fights to overcome his stammer and inspire his people, in “The King’s Speech.”
TheWeinstein Co.

Joanne Irwin, a Cornell University certified plant-based educator, teaches
classes on how to make the right food choices that can help prevent and
survive cancer. Her next class takes place on Feb. 23.
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training in their program designs because studies have
shown that interval training can save time and increase
fat burning capabilities, an obvious win-win for most
people.

Interval training combines higher intensity bouts of
work followed by lower intensity work. The reason I use
it with my clients is because not only does it help improve
cardiovascular health, but it increases the metabolism for
24 hours or more after the exercise is performed. This is es-
pecially important for people who are trying to lose weight.
If you needmore reasonswhy regular physical activity is ab-
solutely essential for heart health, check these benefits:
n It lowers blood pressure, a major risk factor for heart

disease.
n It increases “good” HDL cholesterol, while reducing

“bad” LDL cholesterol that can form fatty deposits in the
arteries and contribute to heart disease.
n It improves circulation by preventing blood clots that

can lead to heart attack and stroke.
n It helps achieve and maintain healthy weight. Obesity

is a well-known risk factor for heart disease.
Clearly, there are numerous compelling reasons why

regular exercise, along with a sensible diet and a smoke-
free environment, is a great way to prevent cardiovascular
disease and keep your heart healthy and ticking.

Group Fitness Trainer and Figure Competitor, Natalie Lahnan,
who organized adventure boot camps in both Naples and Marco
Island is certified adventure boot camp Instructor with 17 years
experience in the fitness and wellness industry, Information:
www.naplesadventurebootcamp.com or (239) 776-2162.

alone, that means more than
3 million people stutter.

There are many theories
about its cause. Some ex-
perts believe there is a genet-
ic component involved with
the disorder. Others point to
emotions and stress.

Another theory suggests
that stuttering happens
when language skills are
significantly higher than
the need of being able to
say the sounds or words.
For instance, according to
Harris, if someone has an
extensive vocabulary, he
or she may have an “over-
whelmed system,” causing
the stutter.

Types of stuttering
Stuttering and stammer-

ing are essentially the same
thing. There are three dif-
ferent kinds of it:
nWhole-word repetition.

With this particular stutter,
people literally repeat an
entire word over and over
again. For instance, “I will
go-go-go-go to the store
today.”
n Part-word stuttering.

This is the repetition of one
part of a word. “I want to
get a cup of cof-cof-cof-cof-
coffee.”
n Block stuttering. In this

types of stuttering, the per-
son sometimes can’t pro-
duce sounds at all. So, in
the middle of a sentence, a
person could actually stop

talking when he or she hits
a trigger sound or word.

“It can affect all differ-
ent age groups, can come
and go, and adolescence
is often a peak in stutter-
ing behaviors,” said Harris.
“Sometimes it resolves itself
and never comes back. But
oftentimes, there are good
and bad periods in people’s
lives.”

While there is currentlyno
cure for stuttering, there are
some strategies as to treat-
ing it. One is speech therapy
intervention.

Speech therapies
“The primary purpose is

to help a person who stut-
ters find strategies to work
through verbal communica-
tion, and it’s not a matter of
totally eliminating a stut-
ter,” said Harris. “Therapy
deals with the anticipation
of sounds, words or situ-
ations that could trigger a
stutter and preparing them
to deal with the situation,
giving them strategies to
work through them.”

Another treatment is
called delayed auditory
feedback (DAF) which is a
sound system throughwhich
people can hear themselves
talk much more slowly, mil-
liseconds after they’ve be-
gun talking. What this does
is produce a choral effect,
which means the stutterer
will essentially hear another
voice and talk along with it,
slowing down their speech.

Stutterers are less likely to
stutter when they can use
this choral effect.

Some stutterers use met-
ronomes to set rhythm for
them to talk to. Another
treatment uses literal
speech strategies, such as
re-teaching words, letters
and sounds. Sometimes,
whole body relaxation helps
stutterers.

In “The King’s Speech,”
Firth’s King George engages
in everything fromsinging to
playbacks of his own voice
to exercise amongnumerous
other techniques.

Although he gains the up-
per hand on his stammering,
his speech therapist, Lionel
Logue, played by Geoffrey
Rush, remains by his side
at every speech he gave for
the duration of his life. They
became lifelong friends as
well.

Emotional
therapies

In the film, this relation-
ship and the support it pro-
vided were portrayed as the
key to Logue’s therapeutic
success. The support of the
king’s devoted wife also
played a major role; she
found the unlikely therapist
and persuaded her husband
to embark on the healing
journey.

“Peoplewhohave a stutter
are likely to struggle with

self-esteem and self-confi-
dence issues,” said licensed
clinical social worker and
Naples therapist Kim Rod-
gers of Monarch Therapy.
“Children are naturally ego-
centric, meaning that they
think the world revolves
around them, and they think
that everybody sees their
stutter.”

Children who stutter of-
ten face bullying and teas-
ing from their peers, when
all they want is to be like
them.

“Peers would probably
over generalize by calling
stutterers stupid, dumb or
weird,” said Rodgers, “Their
thoughts become internal-
ized, for instance, when
they’re taking tests, like the
FCAT, theymay think they’re
stupid, dumb or weird.”

Cognitive behavioral ap-
proach addresses internal
thoughts, acknowledg-
ing negative thoughts and
practicing positive self-talk,
changing those negative
thoughts to positive ones.
Other treatments include
deep breathing techniques,
encouragement to find
strengths and the release
of emotions.

Rodgers also uses sand-
tray therapy — with adults
as well as children — as one
of her techniques to treat the
disorder.

“In a tray of sand, peo-
ple can build a word using

miniatures that includes
people, animals, buildings
and vehicles,” said Rodgers,
“Through sand-tray therapy
they can also gain a different
perspective over their reality
and help learn healthy cop-
ing skills.”

By Holly Ramer
Associated Press

CONCORD,N.H.—Labor
pain is nothing to laugh at.
Yet.

The use of nitrous ox-
ide, or laughing gas, during
childbirth fell out of favor
in the United States decades
ago, and just two hospitals
— one in San Francisco and
one in Seattle — still offer it.
But interest in returning the
dentist office staple to the
delivery room is growing:
respected hospitals, includ-
ing Dartmouth-Hitchcock
Medical Center, plan to
start offering it, the federal
government is reviewing
it and, after a long hiatus,
the equipment needed to
administer it is expected to
hit the market soon.

Lori Rowell, due to give

birth to her second child
in June, is intrigued by the
option.

“I would definitely think
about it, and read about and
talk to my doctor about it,”
said Rowell, 36, of Concord.
“It is nice to know that it
doesn’t affect the baby, be-
cause that’s what scares me
about an epidural.”

Although nitrous oxide is
commonly used for labor
pain relief in Canada, Great
Britain and other countries,
it’s been all but abandoned
in the United States in favor
of other options, such as
epidurals, said Judith Bishop
a certified nurse midwife at
the University of California
San Francisco Medical Cen-
ter and leader in the effort
to reintroduce nitrous oxide
for labor.

With an epidural, medi-

cation to block pain seeps
through a tube into space
surrounding the spinal cord.
Because it must be adminis-
tered by an anesthesiologist,
an epidural is significantly
more expensive than nitrous
oxide. Both are covered by
insurance.

“In this country, most
people when they hear
about nitrous, they think it
sounds pretty retro, that it
sounds very old-fashioned
and they’re sure there’s
something bad or danger-
ous about it and we must’ve
chosen to eliminate it. But
I think we eliminated it be-
cause we went for the more
specialized, higher-tech op-
tions,” said Bishop, who was
among the speakers Mon-
day at a conference for New
Hampshire, Vermont and
Maine hospital officials.

She and other advocates
of reintroducing nitrous ox-
ide emphasize that it is no
silver bullet — it “takes the
edge off” pain rather than
eliminates it. But they say it
shouldbe among theoptions
offered to women, particu-
larly those who give birth
at small or rural hospitals
that lack round-the-clock
anesthesiologists. Laughing
gas is easy for women to
self-administer, takes effect
quickly and can be used late
in labor.

“It’s not right for every-
body, but it’s something that
for many women will offer
a certain amount of relief,”
Bishop said.

Michelle Collins, a certi-
fied nurse midwife and as-
sistant nursing professor
in Tennessee, previously
worked as a nurse in Lon-

don and saw how widely
and well nitrous oxide was
used there.

She has been working
with an anesthesiologist to
bring nitrous oxide for la-
boring women at Vanderbilt
University Medical Center
and said she expects it to
become available later this
year.

Early Wednesday morn-
ing, she delivered a baby to a
woman she said would have
been a perfect candidate for
nitrous oxide: the mother
arrived at the hospital at
midnight and gave birth
about three hours later.

“There was a period of
time just before birth when
she was starting to lose it.
Nitrous would’ve been awe-
some for her: just a fewpuffs
to get her over that hump,”
she said.

Vanderbilt has purchased
second-hand equipment to
deliver nitrous oxide.

After obstetric demand
for nitrous oxide dropped,
the one company that made
the equipment stopped.

But a new company has
stepped into that gap and
has begun taking orders.

Laughing gas returning as option for laboring moms
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